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Dear Voters,

This election is a once in a lifetime chance to
choose the future of this country. We can either
continue to chart a course with our long term
economic plan or we can give the keys back to the
people who crashed the car and racked up a
£150bn national deficit. The Labour Party may
have changed since their defeat in 2010 but the
changes they have made have turned the clock
back, not forward. They could have admitted their
mistakes, but now they are making all of them all
over again and more. They want to increase
taxes, raise spending, and finance the whole thing
with more borrowing.
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Contrast this with the Conservative vision, we
know the value of your hard earned money, we
know that we cannot afford to waste it all and
then borrow the remainder, and we know that
when it comes to economics you have to think of
the future. That is why we are continuing our long
term economic plan to see the deficit erased by
2018, it is also why we are continuing our mission
to create as efficient an economy as possible so
that we can pass the savings on to you, the
taxpayer. This manifesto contains explicit
promises to freeze VAT, National Insurance, and
Income Tax whilst also promising to raise the
personal allowance above the minimum wage,
ensuring that the poorest in our society get a tax
cut. On top of this we have pledged to protect
certain key areas of funding such as the Health,
Schools, and the Armed Forces.

We face a clear choice between two clearly
contrasting visions for the future of our country
this election. Labour want to spend more and pile
on the debt, we want to cut taxes on the poorest
and create a Britain that pays its way, it really is
that simple.

Dylan Macmillan
PRIMEMINISTEROFTHEUNITEDKINGDOM
LEADEROFTHECONSERVATIVE PATRY
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Unused Land Tax
- Create an unused land tax to prevent land
sitting idle when it could be used for
homebuilding or other economic purposes.
This will incentivise the creation of a new
golden age of British building, and
particularly ease pressure on the housing
market - giving new, and existing, buyers a
helping hand onto the ladder.

Eliminate the deficit by 2018
- We recognise how vital it is to cut, and
ultimately eliminate the deficit. We
pledge to have to done so absolutely by
2018, so that we can stop pilling
unpayable debt onto future
generations. Britain should live within
its means, paying out where it can
sustainably afford to do so.

Commission a report into a
Land Value Tax
- We will commission a report into
implementing a Land Value Tax, and
will investigate whether it is a
sustainable method for funding local
government instead of existing propety
and business taxes.
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Return government surpluses to
taxpayers
- Government exists to benefit everyone in
our nation. We believe that wherever
possible, government surpluses should be
returned to the taxpayer through tax
breaks, and returns. We all contribute into
the pot, and should all see the benefits that
it can reaps.

No increases in Income Tax,
VAT or National Insurance
- We firmly believe that you have a right
to what you earn. Take home pay
should never be leveraged by those in
government to force you to work longer
and more frequent hours, when you
have no need to. We will guarantee no
rises to income tax, VAT or national
insurance under the next Conservative
government.

Takeminimum wage earners
out of income tax
- It is deeply unfair that minimum wage
earners, those working day in day out
for the very lowest wages, are forced to
hand over huge sums simply because
they are fortunate enough as to be
employed. We will take all minimum
wage earners out of income tax.

Pension Triple Lock
- We will recommit to the Pension Triple
Lock, meaning that the basic state
pension will be guaranteed to rise by
either 2.5%, the rate of inflation or
average earnings growth - whichever is
highest.
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Cut SME corporation tax
- Small and medium businesses are the
backbone of our economy. From the local
village butcher, to the corner-shop where
you buy your milk - these are the shops
that employ millions, and offer the most to
Britain, and local people. We will support
them by cutting SME corporation tax.

Corporate tax avoidance
crackdown
- It's not right that many of the largest
companies, who turnover huge sums,
can get away without paying a penny in
corporation tax. We will not allow this
to continue. We will crackdown on
corporate tax avoidance, and make
sure that they're paying their fair share.
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Ban zero hour exclusivity clauses
- Zero hours contracts offer much,
particularly in terms of their flexibility for
workers who are looking for this. But that
does not mean they are without fault, and
so we will ban exploitative zero hours
exclusivity clauses.

Protect the NHS, schools and
the foreign aid budget
- The NHS is Britain's greatest
institution, and we will protect it for the
long term. We will rule out cuts to the
NHS, to schools, and to the foreign aid
budget in real terms throughout the
next parliament.

End the Tampon Tax
- The Tampon Tax has been a disgusting
oversight by successive governments.
We will end it, and recognise that
sanitary products should essential
under VAT rules.

End the public sector pay cap
- We will end the public sector pay cap,
and give public sector employees the
opportunity to earn more.
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An In/Out referendum on EU
membership next parliament
- However reformation of the EU goes, we
will guarantee an In/Out referendum on EU
membership during the next parliament. It
is long overdue that the British people have
their say on the matter.

Push for reform of the EU
- Britain's deal with the EU isn't working
in its current form. We will work with
partners throughout the EU to try and
find a better deal for both Britain and
the EU.

Build closer diplomatic and
economic ties with our allies
- We will continue to work with our
allies both in the EU, and all around the
world, and aim to build closer
diplomatic and economic ties with
them. We are living in the global,
cooperative age, and Britain should
work with others to get the very best
out of it.

Lead an international push for
dealing with climate change
- Climate change is an ever more
pressing issue. As a global leader,
Britain should lead the international
effort for fighting back against climate
change.
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Meet NATO spending targets
- As a member of NATO, Britain should meet
spending and other targets set. We will
ensure that this happens, to pay our part in
the most important security bloc in Europe
and the Western World.

Retain and update Trident
- We will retain and update the Trident
nuclear submarine programme. It is
vital to the security of Britain, and the
long term protection of British
sovereignty. We will never allow it to fall
into disrepute, and instead push to
ensure it is capable of any measures
required of it.

Review the challenges of the
21st century
- We must always be ready and capable
of dealing with anything that the
modern world can throw up. We will
review the challenges that the 21st
century currently, and could later,
present, ensuring that Britain is ready
for anything. This will include an
evaluation of how the UK interacts with
the world around it.

Maintain our armed forces
- The armed forces do the tough task of
keeping our country safe. We will make
sure that all branches are properly
financed and maintained.
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Immigration Reform Bill
- We will present an Immigration Reform
Bill to implement a strong points based
system for immigration.

Reduce immigration to the 10s
of thousands
- Immigration is a key issue, and it is no
secret that it can be a controversial one.
We firmly believe that it is in Britain's
best interest to reduce net immigration
to the tens of thousands, and will seek
to reform the system to continue
towards this goal.

Remove restrictions on foreign
students
- We believe that immigration can offer
many benefits, and overseas students
studying in the UK is one of them. We
will remove restrictions surrounding
overseas students.

Reintroduce the post-study
work visa
- We will reintroduce the post-study
work visa to retain overseas students
that have chosen to study in the UK.
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Banning Orders for extremists
- We will implement banning orders for
extremists and extremist groups,
prohibiting their operations and
impacting their ability to spread hate in
our country.

Boost efforts to hire a diverse
range of police officers
- It is important that our frontline police
force is representative of the
communities in which they operate. The
best approach to policing is in
cooperation with local people, groups
and organisations - by boosting efforts
to hire a diverse and representative
range of police officers, we will help to
foster trust and cooperation on all sides.

Consult on the safety of 'legal
highs'
- The increased prevalence of so-called
'legal highs' has brought new
challenges of how to combat drug
usage. We will consult with relevant
authorities and experts on safety
concerns surrounding their usage, and
will aim to build a combating strategy
around this.

Reform andmodernise prisons
- We will take immediate action to
modernise the outdated prison system.
It is important that these facilities are
able to operate efficiently and safely,
and so this will be a priority of the next
Conservative government.

Ban 'upskirting'
- 'Upskirting' should be a sexual
offence, and we will act accordingly to
ban it.

Introduce no-fault divorce
- We will reform divorce law to allow for
no-fault divorces.
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Reverse Legal Aid cuts, and reform
the Legal Aid system
- The next Conservative government will
reverse legal aid cuts, and reform the
system to make it more accessible, efficient
and streamline for claimants and
defendants.

Heterosexual Civil
Partnerships
- We will reform civil partnerships to
give heterosexual couples the
opportunity to tie the civil knot if they
so wish. This is part of a wider push to
bring heterosexual and LGBTQIA* rights
in line with each other.

Charter of Victims' Rights
- The justice system has an inherent
weakness in that victims don't receive
the support and rights that they need.
Our Charter of Victims' Rights will
update enshrined legislation to offer
both support and rights to victims.
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Seek cost and usage effectiveness
in services
- An effective health service must be built
on solid foundations. The current of waste
spending in the NHS means that money
that could be used to improve services is
instead being squirrelled away to no benefit
for users or the taxpayer. We will seek to
minimise waste, and increase the efficiency
of the NHS, creating a better service overall.

£10bn additional real NHS
investment by 2017
- We will invest at least £10bn in
additional real terms investment into
the NHS by 2017. It is an institution that
is by our side, cradle to grave, and it
should be protected and guaranteed
for every generation to come. It is a
British right to free, and extraordinary,
healthcare - we will continue to protect
it.

Integrated health and social
care
- The next Conservative government will
integrate health and social care,
creating a more unified and effective
service for all needs and requirements.

Seven day a week NHS
- We will continue to prioritise a 24/7,
available all hours NHS. It is vital that
our national health service is on offer
at any point of need and usage.
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Create and promote technical
colleges
- We recognise that academic style teaching
is not for every student, so we will create
and promote a set of technical colleges to
offer students a wider range of
opportunities to benefit their skills, abilities
and interests. This will focus on vocational
qualifications, and developing the BTEC
scheme.

Protect funding in real terms
- We will ring-fence school funding,
meaning that funding will remain either
in line with, or higher than, inflation
year on year throughout the next
parliament. This is part of our
commitment to offer more to the
leaders of tomorrow's world.

Reform or abolish Ofsted
- The next Conservative will reform or
abolish Ofsted, and commission a
report into moving towards module
based GCSEs and A-Levels, decreasing a
focus on examinations

Three million new
apprenticeships by 2019
- We will create three million new
apprenticeships by 2019, which
represents a huge expansion of the
current scheme.
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Encourage smart home technology
- It is important that every home has
greater access to their energy bills. We
believe that by encouraging the use of
smart home technology, we will see
consumers lead the way in reducing energy
bills. This will similarly reduce wastage
power usage in many homes.

Vote Blue, Go Green
- We will expand work on clean and
renewable power sources, as budgetary
conditions become more favourable.

Build 200,000 new homes by
2019
- The next Conservative government will
seek to build 200,000 new homes by
2019, reducing pressure on the market.

Extend Help to Buy until at
least 2020
- We will extend Help to Buy until at
least 2020, helping more young people
get on the housing ladder. We will also
introduce a Help to Buy ISA, giving a
further helping hand to those hoping to
get onboard.

Extend Right to Buy to housing
association tenants
- We will extend the Right to Buy to
Housing Association tenants, and replace
social housing stock by setting a rule that
for every right to buy there will be two
new social houses

Reform animal rights and
protections
- As part of our environmental
commitments, we will ban the ivory
trade and pesticides and set tougher
sentences for animal abuse.
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Reform Air Passenger Duty
- We will reform Air Passenger Duty to make
it more effective for this era of air travel.

Consider all options on airport
expansion
- We will hold a series of indicative
parliamentary votes on airport
expansion with options including
Heathrow, Gatwick, a new airport, and
regional expansion. These votes will be
used as a guide to choose which option
to implement.

Support low carbon proposals
- The future of Britain, and the world,
must be low carbon if we are to fight
back against climate change. We will
endeavour to support low carbon
transport proposals to aid this.

Support cycling and public
transport
- We will support cycling and the
expansion of the public transport
network. This includes trams, light rail,
bus rapid transit, and guided busways,
and is part of our wider plan for a low
carbon, efficient Britain.
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Freeze commuter rail fares
- We will commit to freezing commuter rail
fares to ensure that the trend rise doesn't
continue. We want to make Britain a
vibrant, national hub, where workers can
live anywhere and still access the same
level of opportunities as anyone else.
Freezing rail fares is a step towards ending
geographical immobility.

Passenger ombudsman for
National Rail
- We will create a passenger
ombudsman for National Rail. This
independent assessment of complaints
will create a better service for
consumers.

Support Crossrail
- We will continue to support the
crossrail development, which is
scheduled to open over the next few
years. This signifies a substantial
investment into train operations.

Further electrify rail lines
- The next Conservative government will
continue with the electrification of the
railway lines, as this is an important
aspect of our increased requirements
for electrified trains.
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Improve employee volunteering
opportunities
- We will give employees the right to three
days off work per year, to be used for
volunteer work. We believe that it is both
fulfilling and important for all Brits to come
together in the pursuit of common goals
and aims. Three days off work per year is
important in achieving this realisation of
the Big Society.

Explore the hosting of
international competitions
- All Brits are proud of the role our
teams have played in international
competitions. From the Olympics in
London two years ago, to the football
World Cup in South Africa four years
ago - our teams are our joy to watch
and support. We will explore options to
host a wide range of international
competitions at home in Britain.

Universal broadband
- In an ever more interconnected world,
it should be a priority of any
government to make sure that no
person in this country is left behind by
the technological revolution. We will
guarantee universal broadband in all
regions of the UK.

Support the National Citizen
Service
- We will support the National Citizen
Service. It is an important platform for
the development of key skills to
implement throughout life. We will look
to expand its operations, and seek to
promote it in more schools and colleges
than ever before.
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Give Holyrood the power to vary
corporation tax by 5%
- We will give Holyrood the power to vary
corporation tax by up-to 5%, devolving
greater power over business policy to the
Scottish Parliament.

Give Holyrood control over
income tax
- We will continue the devolution
process by giving Holyrood absolute
power to vary income tax levying rates.

Devolve some constitutional
power to Holyrood
- We will devolved two key
constitutional powers to Holyrood: the
ability to set the voting age for Scottish
Parliament elections, and the ability to
set the electoral system for Holyrood
elections.

Commitment to the Scottish
Parliament
- The next Conservative government will
set out a binding commitment to
guarantee the long term continuation
of the Scottish Parliament, requiring a
referendum should any government
want to abolish it.
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Give Cardiff Bay the power to vary
corporation tax by 5%
- We will give Cardiff Bay the power to vary
corporation tax by up-to 5%, devolving
greater power over business policy to the
Welsh Assembly.

Devolve some constitutional
power to Cardiff Bay
- We will devolved two key
constitutional powers to Cardiff Bay:
the ability to set the voting age for
Welsh Assembly elections, and the
ability to set the electoral system for
Cardiff Bay elections.
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Funding for the Northern
Powerhouse
- We will continue to fund the Northern
Powerhouse plan, and recommit ourselves
to its expansion and completion. It is
important that infrastructure funding is
used throughout the United Kingdom, and
the Northern Powerhouse will do much to
reinvigorate communities that have little
access to main transport links.

English votes for English laws
- The next Conservative government will
make changes to introduce English
votes for English laws. It is wrong that
Scottish, Welsh and Northern Irish MPs
can vote on legislation that will not
affect their constituencies or their
constituents, so we will take this step to
ensure that English voters are in greater
control over the matters that solely
affect them.
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